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LOCAL (ATLANTA, GA) AUTHOR RELEASES ILLUSTRATED CHILDREN’S
BOOK - ZOO OF EMOTIONS
Zoo of Emotions Teaches Simple and Complex Emotions using the alphabet, rhythmic
prose, and colorful zoo animals.
(December 17, 2015) Atlanta, GA – Local author, Teneisha R.S. Jones recently announced the release of
Zoo of Emotions, a read-aloud illustrated children’s book that teaches simple and complex emotions
using the alphabet, rhythmic prose and colorful illustrations of zoo animals. By combining kid-friendly
artwork, roll off the tongue rhymes, and a fun exploration of the alphabet, Zoo of Emotions is set to
become a favorite bedtime classic.
Teneisha R.S. Jones teamed up with Portland OR based Illustrator, Amy Churchwell and Atlanta based
Graphic Designer Christopher Jones to create the visual punch in Zoo of Emotions.

“Amazingly beautiful book! Important book for little ones and a great way to teach children about the wide range
of emotions. Beautiful pictures and a fun read!”– Sarah Avera, Teacher & Mom
“I love that the author doesn't talk down to the presumably young reader; she uses rich vocabulary while still

communicating in easy to understand passages. My kids are requesting this book every night!” – Kathryn Pace,
Atlanta Mom

Zoo of Emotions is available at the following e-stores:

Phone (617) 838-8780
E-mail SparrowRiverPublishing@gmail.com
Website http://www.sparrowriver.com/

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE CONTRIBUTORS:
Author: Teneisha R.S. Jones has written poetry for most of her life but became interested in writing for
children after becoming a mother. In her spare time she also likes to create plush monsters, puppets and
other toys. She lives in Atlanta, GA with her husband, two daughters, two loud cats, and an incredibly
lazy Chihuahua.
Illustrator: Amy Churchwell is a painter and illustrator living and working in the Pacific Northwest. Her work
is primarily informed by the beauty of the natural world and the organic nature of traditional art mediums.
Layout: Christopher Jones is a designer, photographer, and adventurer. He was happy to help design and layout
this book and hopes to create more in the future. He enjoys spending almost all of his time with his wife and two
daughters in Atlanta, GA.
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